Stella & Vic’s Garden

Graham Thomas rose in full bloom,
Evelyn Rose just starting to flower

Pyracantha & Guelder Rose in full flower

Albertine rose

Rambling Rector rose behind veg patch
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Terry & Alan Peachey’s Garden

Bliss in a bath!
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Bits and pieces
Success from Leo
This year Garden Organic discontinued the Jaspée squash, which I have found over the years to be
by far the most successful: much the best cropper, and they keep – we still have about 6 left.
I was annoyed, but they were unhelpful as usual.
So I saved some of the seeds, and, having no idea whether they would germinate, I sowed 24.
They’ve been brilliant – 22 have come up!
I’ve not tried seed saving before – laziness I suppose, plus a lot of them being F1 hybrids.
I guess our plant exchange won’t be happening, but if anybody wants any, they can phone me.
I came across a website with a crop rotation guide,
https://www.growveg.co.uk/guides/crop-rotation-for-growing-vegetables/
Instead of the usual 4 groups, they have 8.

Potatoes
I do hope that you all protected your potatoes a few weeks ago - I didn’t! The top leaves were
frosted but luckily most of the growing tips were OK so I cut the damaged leaves off and covered
with fleece for a couple of days. All growing well now, phew! Elaine

Frost damaged leaves

Trimmed leaves

Regrowth of leaves
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Elaine’s Garden

Green veined white on Ranunculus

Bearded Iris with Apple Mint

Hosta June with Day Lily

Chenopodium (Tree Spinach) seeded in
the onion patch
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Cryptic Flower Quiz – answers next time
1. Sorrowful chime
2. To be in this, you must be well
3. Hectic Monarch
4. Noble Couples
5. ‘I wandered lonely as cloud..’ written about what
6. Far Eastern Illumination
7. Christmas bird looking worse for wear
8. Award for well-churned product
9. Tandem Girl
10. This flower does not grow on hills
11. We’ll gather these again in the Spring
12. I’ll be in this in the Easter Parade
13. Bovine undergarment
14. She called herself 2nd hand – but is demure with it
15. Judi Dench played her
16. Fancy having a bunch of flowers for a surname
17. The youngest member of Dad’s Army
18. Soft, sweet and tasty – especially when toasted
19. Song from ‘The Sound of Music’
20. When it’s Spring again, I’ll bring these from Dutch port
………….
Rhubarb, Rhubarb
Do you still have plenty of rhubarb?... why not make some rhubarb cordial using Sandy’s recipe below
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lbs rhubarb cut into one inch lengths
lb sugar
large lemon
pint water

Put all ingredients in saucepan and cook until the rhubarb is soft. Put through sieve, saving the puree
in tubs for freezing. Pour the liquid into bottles, leaving space at the top for expansion when freezing.
The puree can be used for pies, crumbles etc.
………………

Garden Organic have some interesting blogs on their website:
https://www.gardenorganic.org.uk/news/growingcalmblog
https://www.gardenorganic.org.uk/blogs
 Research Officer and trainer Anton Rosenfeld on Frugal Gardening
 Seed Officer Lucy Shepherd takes you on to her allotment
 PR and Communications Officer Julie Walton-Evans explains her first
 Editor Sarah Brown explores the wonder of wildlife

The RHS have lots of info on their website:
https://www.rhs.org.uk/garden-inspiration/grow-at-home
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steps in gardening

